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Self-actuating microtools have evolved to be more efficient as diagnostic 
biological microelectromechanical (bioMEM) systems because of their miniature and 
robust designs. One of these microtool designs, namely microgrippers, is fabricated and 
used with the purpose of single cancer cell and tumor lesion diagnostics. They are self-
actuated tools that can be used tethered or untethered with many potential applications in 
the field of medicine.  
Self-folding microgrippers have different applications depending to their 
dimensions and designs. We utilized single cell microgrippers as micro-arrayed diagnosis 
tools by capturing mammalian cells in vitro without causing any damage. Since the 
microgripper design allows for nutrients in the environment to diffuse in and out of the 
cell between the gripper arms, the cells stay viable over 24 hours, which facilitates 
dynamic observations on the cells. We successfully detected specific molecules in a 
captured cell using surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS). Additionally, 
thermally-responsive untethered grippers can be used as soft tissue sampling tools with 
high resolution compared to conventional biopsy forceps. The addition of a thin nickel 
film on the gripper arms provides better motion control in vivo and thus, better coverage 
of the sampling area. Although the efficiency of these grippers was proven in a statistical 
model, we designed an in vivo statistical sampling study to support this model. Finally, 
we implemented a biocompatible actuation mechanism, capable of keeping the gripper 
arms open until reaching a tissue wall.  
Potential applications of microgrippers are extensive. Depending on their 
dimension, design, and the fabrication materials used, it is possible to adapt them into any 
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desired application. Therefore, they are one of the pioneer designs in microtool systems 
in medicine. In this thesis, I aim to give a review of different microgripper designs from 
other research teams and explain our design and its applications. 
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Chapter 1: Minimally invasive microsurgery tools: microgrippers 
1.1 Existing technology and its applications 
We are in an age of technology that continuously seeks to find minimally invasive 
tools for biology and biomedical applications. As the designs of these tools improve, the 
need for miniaturization and better resolution becomes more apparent. There are many 
microtools in progress in the field of bioMEMs that aim to be eventually used in 
medicine, specifically for diagnosis of a precancerous lesion and surgical operations. One 
of these microtool designs, called microgrippers, has the purpose of micro and nano 
manipulation of biological organisms, which range in size from 1 µm to 1 mm.1 
However, scaling down to the micron or even nano-scale comes with physical limitations 
and problems.  
 In order for microgrippers to be used as commonly as large size medical tools, 
they must have high precision, be easily manipulated and affordable. In addition to these 
properties, the design of these tools must include the necessary means of 
maneuverability, actuation, retrieval, and signal sensing with minimal damage to the 
specimen.2 Therefore, since the 1900s there has been a great amount of research to 
improve these issues, and they will be addressed in this thesis. 
 Beginning in 1991, Kim et al. designed surface micromachined polysilicon 
microgrippers that are electrostatically actuated to perform a gripping function.3,4 They 
were able to grab an euglena, a one-cell protozoa, but their grippers couldn’t function in a 
liquid environment so the euglena was deceased. Although these electrostatic actuators 
offered the highest frequency with lowest power consumption of all grippers discussed in 
this section, the microgripper shapes were complicated to fabricate and required a high 
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operation voltage.5 In addition, Kim et al. observed stickiness between the gripper jaws 
and the test specimen which caused difficulty in releasing the specimen [FIGURE 1].  
 
 
Figure 1: SEM picture of a protozoa, a euglena, being held by the microgripper. The euglena is 40 µm long 
and 7 µm in diameter. (Copyright © 1992, IEEE) 
 
In 1992, Pister et al. proposed a similar microgripper design with a new surface 
micromachining process.6 They fabricated a parallel-plate gripper with a hinge 
technology, which offered fabrication of microgrippers at a scale that was difficult to 
obtain with the previous micromachining techniques. The actuation was done 
mechanically with the release of handles. This made it possible to convert the actuators 
that were separate from the chip to an on-chip mechanism during the fabrication. Pister et 
al. improved the micromachining process but the problems of small gripping force and 
low structural rigidity persisted. In an effort to reduce these problems, Lee et al. 
developed a microgripper that can be actuated at lower temperatures (<100°C), has a 
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larger gripping force (>1mN) and has higher structural rigidity.7 They achieved these 
results by designing a nickel-titanium-copper shape memory film that goes through a 
crystalline phase transformation due to tensile residual stress [FIGURE 2]. The 
Ni42Ti50Cu8 alloy transformed just above body temperature, 37°C, and was fully actuated 
at 70°C.  
 
 
Figure 2: Three dimensional schematic of microgripper (Copyright © 1996 Published by Elsevier B.V.) 
 
At the beginning of the 2000s, the microgripper designs started to acquire 
different purposes such as changing the operating environment and increasing the motion 
of the gripping arms. By designing a microrobotic arm composed of a conjugated 
polymer bilayer, Jager et al. achieved a system that can operate in a liquid environment.8 
The arms of the microrobots consisted of an elbow, a wrist, and a hand with jointed 
fingers, closely resembling a human arm. The flexible joints were made up of polypyrrole 
(PPy)/Au bilayer and acted as the microactuators when the team applied a cyclic 
voltammetry on the bilayers [FIGURE 3]. The actuation was due to the oxidation and 
reduction of the PPy layer caused by the positive or negative potential applied on the Au 
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layer. They proved the feasibility of this design by grabbing and lifting a 100 µm glass 
bead and claimed that the robot arms could be used in salt solutions, blood plasma, urine 
and cell culture medium.  
 
 
Figure 3: (A through D) A sequence of pictures (left) showing the grabbing and lifting of a 100-mm glass 
bead and schematic drawings of the motion (right). In this case, the arm has three fingers, placed at 120° 
from each other. (Copyright © 2000, The American Association for the Advancement of Science) 
 
In 2002, Volland et al. tried to upgrade the linear motion of the microactuators to 
a rotational gripping motion using a system of elastic spring beams.9 They were also able 
to decrease the fabrication steps to make the microgrippers more affordable and more 
reliable. However, their grippers required high operating voltage of 80-90 V [FIGURE 
4]. In 2006, the applications of these microgrippers expanded to biological systems. 
Wierzbicki et al. utilized the electrostatically driven microgrippers to measure the 
contraction forces on the  blood vessel walls.10 They fabricated the grippers using silicon 




Figure 4: Operation of the microgripper using a system of elastic spring beams (Copyright © 2002 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved.) 
 
In the same year, Luo et al. modelled and fabricated “normally-closed” 
microgripper structures, which they called microcages, consisting of a polymer (SU-8)/ 
metal (Aluminum)/ diamond like carbon (DLC) trilayer structure.11 The group took 
advantage of the differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of SU-8 and DLC and 
used Al as the heating electrode in between them. Since the SU-8 layer expanded more 
than the DLC layer as the temperature increased, it formed a compressive thermal stress 
on the top of the layer which led to the opening of the arms [FIGURE 5]. Their work was 
superior to other previously reported microgripper devices because they only had to apply 




Figure 5: SEM images of SU8/DLC microcages with L of (a) 20 µm, (b) 30 µm, (c) 40 µm, and (d) 50 µm 
(Copyright © 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.) 
 
A similar design with a different actuation mechanism was proposed by Lu and 
Kim. They proposed a microhand with four fingers that had multiple phalanges 
connected by joints (i.e., balloons) and as a whole it resembled an arm with muscles that 
could get actuated pneumatically.12 Applying pressure inflated the balloon joints which in 
return flexed the fingers and closed the hand. When they were deflated, the fingers 
extended and opened the hand [FIGURE 6]. They were able to grab and detach 
submillimeter biological samples but they were not able to move them around. In 
addition, this design could operate in aqueous solutions such as salt solutions, silicon oil, 





Figure 6: (a) Schematic drawing of a microhand device with four fingers. (b) The actuation mechanism is 
illustrated in a simplified centimeter-scale experiment. (Reprinted from “Microhand for biological 
applications” with the permission of AIP Publishing.) 
 
 Taking the design one step further, Beyeler et al. monolithically fabricated 
microgrippers with a force sensor and a feedback system.13 They envisioned that in order 
for grippers to be useful in biomedical applications, they had to have good control over 
the movements with force feedback so that living organisms would not be damaged 
during the manipulation. Their microgrippers could handle objects within the size range 
of 5 to 200 µm, be actuated electrostatically, provide real-time force feedback of the 
gripping force and be used in aqueous environments for cell manipulation. The 
fabrication was a silicone-on-insulator (SOI) process like the previous electrostatically 
actuated microgrippers, but had an additional force feedback sensor on it. Thus, the 
uniqueness of this design came from its sensitivity to the manipulation force. With these 
grippers, Beyeler et al. were able to perform pick-and-place manipulation of glass spheres 
in a size range of 20 to 90 µm in diameter and of HeLa cells with an approximate 
diameter of 20 µm [FIGURE 7].  
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Figure 7: Pick-and-place manipulation of a) a HeLa cell b) a glass sphere (Copyright © 2007, IEEE) 
 
 Since 1991, materials such as silicon, steel, nickel and polymers were used for 
fabrication of microgrippers.14,15,16,17 In addition to these materials, SU-8, an epoxy-based 
negative photoresist, is also a commonly used biocompatible material for biological and 
cell operations. Hence, there have been different designs of microgrippers using SU-8 as 
their main material for fabrication.17,18,19,20 One of the latest designs with SU-8 was from 
Zhang et al.21 They used three parts for their grippers: a chevron electrothermal actuator, 
a compliant amplification mechanism and jaws. The actuator was a three layer (Cu-SU8-
Cu) structure and only required 90-195 mV voltage to open and close the arms with a 
response time of 0.23 s. This voltage was smaller than previous gripper designs. After 
fabrication and characterization, they tested the microgrippers by micro-manipulating a 
micro blood vessel (with a diameter of 80 µm) and a cyanobacteria cell (with a diameter 
of 9 µm). The motion of the cell was two dimensional (vertically and horizontally).  
 As of now, there are many microgripper designs with different materials and 
actuator systems. However, most of these actuator systems require electrical or 
mechanical input and this type of actuation could only work with a complicated 






maneuverability. In order for these microgrippers to move into medical applications and 
not just function as an in vitro tool, it is essential that they have an untethered design with 
high maneuverability and are biocompatible.  
1.2 Challenges 
 The challenges in conventional microgrippers come from the fact that their 
maneuverability is restricted by the wires/connections between the controller for the 
actuation mechanism and the gripper jaws/arms. Considering that they always have to be 
tethered to the controller, their freedom of movement is only two dimensional during the 
capture of biological samples. In fact, previous designs could only pick-and-place the 
objects in a 2-D plane rather than 3-D movement. Additionally, the tethered design 
makes it challenging to reach through a sub-millimeter size tube (such as intestines, 
esophagus, blood vessel, etc.) for retrieval of any samples (tumor lesion, damaged tissue, 
single cell, etc.). Therefore, former microgripper designs are limited to work in vitro 
only.  
 Another challenge emerges in the actuation method of the gripper arms/jaws. 
Electrical, mechanical and pneumatic actuations can give better control over the gripper 
movement on a 2-D plane because of the feedback system that is built within the 
controller. However, these actuations are hard to achieve and maintain in an aqueous or 
biological environment. Hence, it is more practical to have an actuation based on 
chemical or thermal cues. For example, actuation based on pH, salt concentration, 
enzymatic activity, or temperature can be used in an in vivo or ex vivo setting because 
these parameters vary between very specific concentrations and numbers and are crucial 
for the survival of single cells and cell colonies.  
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 Previously in our lab, Leong et al. proposed a design for microgrippers that have 
both high maneuverability and a bio-friendly actuation mechanism.22 They designed 
microgrippers that resemble a human hand with palm and fingers (called “rigid panels” or 
“phalanges”) with joints. The microgrippers were 700 µm when open (tip-to-tip) and 190 
µm when closed. The joints between the fingers were composed of a trilayer film (a 
polymer and two metallic thin films) and due to the differences in the residual tensile 
stress in the metal layers, they could bend in one direction. After experimental testing, 
they were able to determine that the release of residual stress in a 50 nm Cr coupled with 
a 200-250 nm Cu thin film resulted in a 90° bending on the gripper arms. The actuation 
for bending was controlled by the third polymer layer. This layer was a cresol novolak 
resin (a commercial photoresist) which behaved like a neutralizer for the competitive 
bending force between the two metal layers. At room temperature or below, this resin 
preserved its hardness, preventing the bending of the metal films and keeping the arms 
open. When heated, the resin got soft enough to let bending occur and thus closing of the 
arms [FIGURE 8]. Additionally, they fabricated the phalanges with Ni (ferromagnetic 
metal) so that the grippers could be precisely controlled and moved around which 
increased the maneuverability even more.  
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Figure 8: a) Schematic of the fabrication and operation b) Microgripper with the captured tissue c) Schematic 
depicting magnetically directed movement and capture of a bead d) Thermally triggered capture of a dyed 
bead (275 µm) (Copyright © 2009 by the NAS) 
 
 Given the advantages of this new tetherless design of microgrippers, it was 
possible to retrieve biological samples in aqueous environment and in elongated coiled 
tubes. In 2010, a year later, Bassik et al. from our lab improved the design of these 
metallic tetherless grippers by triggering the closing of the arms enzymatically.23 They 
used the difference in residual tensile stress between Cr and Au thin films with Ni layer 
incorporated to bend the arms and tested two different biopolymer actuation layers. These 
polymers were gelatin, which gets degraded by proteases, and carboxymethylcellulose 
(CMC), which gets degraded by glucosidases. Having both of these biopolymers that are 
degraded by different enzymes gave grippers the capability of reopening after a closure. 





and folding mechanisms. In addition, the specificity for certain cell types could be 
enhanced by altering the enzyme-substrate interaction in the trigger layer.  
 By overcoming the two main challenges (maneuverability and bio-friendly 
actuation) in microgripper design, Leong and Bassik et al. started a chain of great 
improvements. For example, Gultepe et al. used these tetherless and thermally-responsive 
microgrippers (tip-to-tip size varying from 300 µm to 1.5 mm) to perform ex vivo and in 
vivo biopsies on a bile duct from a porcine liver and a bile duct from a live pig 
respectively.24,25 They used magnets to control the movement of the grippers inside the 
bile duct. Although these biopsies with the microgrippers were successful, the smallest 
size of tissue sample that these grippers could retrieve was around 0.25 mm2 and the 
fabrication with the polymer trigger layer needed some optimization. Therefore, my goals 
for the next step included proving the resolution advantage of the tissue microgrippers in 
an esophagus over conventional forceps and designing microgrippers on a single cell 











Chapter 2: Self-folding single cell microgrippers 
 The main challenge in tumor detection is caused by the tumor heterogeneity. This 
is the observation that different tumor cells can show distinct morphological and 
phenotypic profiles, including cellular morphology, gene expression, metabolism, 
motility, proliferation, and metastatic potential.26 Due to the heterogeneous nature of 
cultures, tumors, and tissues, the ability to capture, contain, and analyze single cells has 
become essential for genomics, proteomics, diagnostics, therapeutics and surgery. 
Unfortunately, the current approaches to tumor detection mask cellular heterogeneity and 
dynamics and are limited to rare and heterogeneous cell populations, such as stem 
cells.27,28 They tend to look at the average of assays, which may not accurately represent 
the behavior of the individual cells, particularly if the cells of interest are a small fraction 
of the population, such as stem cells, immune cells, and cancer cells.  
 There are existing methods to overcome heterogeneity to analyze single cells such 
as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)29, droplet-based microfluidics30, 
microwells or nanopillars31, and laser capture microdissection32. FACS provides a 
method for sorting a heterogeneous mixture of biological cells based upon the specific 
light scattering and fluorescent characteristics of each cell. Droplet-based microfluidics 
utilizes compartmentalization of single cells in droplets to enable the analysis of proteins 
released from or secreted by the cells. Microwells and pillars essentially trap the single 
cells facilitated by cell surface modification. Finally, laser capture microdissection can 
harvest the cells of interest directly by cutting away unwanted cells to give histologically 
pure and enriched cell populations. Although these methods can isolate single cells for 
analysis, they passively capture the cells and do not have three dimensional grip control. 
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In addition, capture and analysis do not happen on the same platform. Usually the capture 
method needs to be coupled with a separate analysis tool. To mitigate these problems, we 
designed and fabricated self-folding single cell grippers inspired by the previous studies 
in our lab using self-rolling thin films.22,23,24,25  
2.1 Design and fabrication of the single cell microgrippers 
 As the size of microgippers got smaller (by a factor of approximately 30 
compared to thermally-responsive biopsy grippers), the established fabrication methods 
and materials became insufficient for achieving a satisfactory folding angle, also related 
to the radius of curvature of gripper arms. In addition, we anticipated that our single cell 
grippers could reach tighter spaces in the body such as capillaries, alveoli, and the central 
nervous system, unlike the previous microgrippers that were used for biopsies on tissues.  
 Because of the electronic and physical properties of Si and its oxides (SiO and 
SiO2), they have been used in many small devices for biological analysis and proven to 
dissolve in biofluids.33,34 We confirmed the dissolution of the SiO and SiO2 films in 
phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at 37°C [FIGURE 9].35 It took 20 days for a 8 µm thick 
SiO film to dissolve whereas a 24 µm thick SiO2 took 15 days. They are transparent, 
bioresorbable, biocompatible, and compatible with current MEMS processes. It was 
previously shown that bilayers of SiO and SiO2 can be deposited at nanoscale thicknesses 
using an electron beam (e-beam) evaporation method and show radii of curvature in 
microscale.36 Therefore, we decided to use these materials for the bilayer in addition to 
the rigid segments made up of SiO to fabricate self-folding single cell grippers.35  
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Figure 9: a) A graph showing the dissolution of SiO and SiO2 films over days and b) showing only the SiO 
film zoomed in. Dissolution of SiO2 was observed to be faster than the dissolution of SiO in PBS at 37°C. 
(Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society) 
 
 In the light of previous microgripper designs from our lab, our new single cell 
microgrippers resembled a human hand with a palm but with only four fingers (arms). 
Each arm had two segments: a pre-stressed bilayer, which facilitated the folding, and a 
rigid segment, which facilitated gripping and controlled the folding [FIGURE 10]. The 
tip-to-tip size of the grippers ranged between 10 µm to 70 µm, and the thicknesses for 
SiO and SiO2 bilayer varied accordingly. Depending on the application, the palm of the 
gripper was either attached to a Si wafer (array design) or lifted off completely (free-




Figure 10: A) Top-view of a single cell microgripper showing the segments B) Fabrication of single cell 
microgrippers from a side view 
 
We started the fabrication with a cleaned Si wafer (rinsed with isopropyl alcohol 
and water and dried with compressed air). For the arrayed design, we patterned the Cu 
sacrificial layer on to the Si wafer so that everywhere except the center of the grippers 
had Cu underneath. Then, we patterned and e-beam evaporated the pre-stressed SiO/SiO2 
bilayer in the shape of a whole gripper on the Cu layer. The gripper dimensions changed 
with the intended cell capture such that the center of the gripper had the area of a single 
cell. The thicknesses of the bilayers varied with the size of the gripper due to the 
restrictions in the folding angle [TABLE 1]. Due to this effect, we were able to control 
the folding angle by changing the thicknesses of the bilayer. These thicknesses provided 
folding angles between 90° and 115°.35 We additionally used finite element analysis to 
A) B) 
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model stress measurements on the SiO/SiO2 bilayer. The results showed the SiO film to 
be more compressive while the SiO2 film to have more natural residual stress. 
 
 
Table 1: Variation of the pre-stressed bilayer thicknesses with respect to grippers diameter (Copyright © 
2014 American Chemical Society) 
 
On top of the bilayer, we photo-patterned the rigid segments on the gripper arms 
and e-beam evaporated 150-350 nm SiO film. Finally, when immersed in the sacrificial 
etchant solution (either ammonium persulfate, APS-100, or phosphate buffered saline, 
PBS), the Cu layer dissolved and the gripper arms folded while their center palm 
remained attached to the wafer. 
For the free-floating design, we thermally evaporated a Cu sacrificial layer 
everywhere underneath the gripper. Followed by the photo-patterning and e-beam 
evaporation of the bilayer (SiO/SiO2) on top, we defined the rigid segments and deposited 
SiO with the same thicknesses mentioned above. The only difference in this design was 
the additional Cu sacrificial layer underneath the center of the grippers, which allowed 
the whole gripper to lift off from the wafer when immersed in the etchant solution 
[FIGURE 11]. With the free-floating design, we tested different hinge lengths (the bilayer 
between the rigid finger and the center) and different numbers of gripper arms to achieve 
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a satisfactory folding angle and uniform lift off of the grippers. For the 35 µm sized 
grippers, we tested 2.5, 3.5 and 5 µm hinge lengths and confirmed that a hinge length of 
3.5 µm was most ideal for gripping and holding a single cell because it achieved a folding 
angle above 90°. In addition, a microgripper design with three flexible arms and 10 µm 
hinge length was tested. After lift off, it was proven to be not sufficient due to the 
collapse of the arms [FIGURE 12].    
 
 
Figure 11: Optical microscopy images of a) 35 µm diameter grippers (with a hinge length of 3.5 µm) before 
lift off and b) after lift off in APS-100 
  
 
Figure 12: Before (above) and after (below) lift off images of 35 µm sized grippers with a-b) 5 µm hinge 





Given the small size of the gripper, we did not incorporate a controlled actuation 
mechanism (i.e. polymer trigger layer). The grippers closed and lifted off immediately 
when the Cu sacrificial layer was dissolved in the etchant solution. Instead, we optimized 
the etchant concentration (such as PBS, blood cells, and neutral red solution) to achieve a 
controlled folding of the arms in order to capture single cells.  
2.2 Results and Discussion 
2.2.1 Untethered capture of single cells 
 The free-floating design of the grippers allowed us to capture single cells, lift 
them off from the wafer, and move the grippers with the captured cells in solution. The 
purpose of this design was to show the moving capability of single cell grippers in an 
aqueous environment without losing the captured sample.  
In this experiment, we used 35 µm diameter grippers with a total bilayer thickness 
of 20 µm to capture single red blood cells that were 8 µm in diameter. The gripper size 
was picked so that the center of the gripper would only contain one cell. After the 
fabrication of the gripper on a 3-inch Si wafer, we cut the wafer into smaller pieces that 
could fit in a small chamber on a microscope slide. The grippers were first soaked in 1% 
APS-100 etchant solution (in DI water) for 1 to 3 minutes. This step allowed the 
sacrificial layer underneath to start dissolving slowly. Once the arms were partially 
released, we rinsed the grippers with PBS. Then, a solution of PBS, Beagle red blood 
cells, and the neutral red dye (Marshall BioResources) was pipetted into the small 
chamber using the capillary action between the cover glass slide and the chamber walls 




Figure 13: Experimental setup and the addition of red blood cells onto grippers using the capillary action 
between the grippers and the cover slide 
 
We prepared the cell solution by mixing two drops of (35-50 µl) beagle red blood 
cells into 10 ml PBS with six drops (75-100 µl) of neutral red cell coloring agent. We 
kept this mix in the fridge for 15 minutes before the capture. Then, we mixed this cell 
solution with 1% APS in DI water. The optimum concentration for this mix was found to 
be 85% cell solution to 15% APS solution whereas the lower limit was 50% cell solution. 
Above the optimum concentration, the cells landed on top of each other rather than 
uniformly spreading over the gripper area. When multiple cells got seeded on the center 
of the gripper, they prevented the gripper arms from closing properly due to their weight 
[FIGURE 14]. After one to two hours, all of the grippers were closed properly and many 
of them were able to trap red blood cells within their grip. Following the closing of the 
arms, the grippers also lifted off completely from the Si substrate and floated in the 
solution with the captured cells. The capture of the cells was confirmed with optical 




Figure 14: Optical microscopy images. a) Optimum cell concentration (3.5 µl blood/ml cell solution) during lift 
off of the gripper arms (Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society) b) Crowded cell concentration (75 µl 
blood/ml cell solution). c) Over crowded cell concentration (200 µl blood/ml cell solution). 
 
 
Figure 15: Optical microscopy images of the grippers a) before closing b) after closing c) after lifting off 
completely (Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society) 
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 As a result, our design and experiments supported the concept that these free-
floating single cell grippers can be utilized as an in vivo cell capture tool within the hard-
to-reach places in the human body such as capillaries, the urinary tract, alveoli, and the 
central nervous system. Due to the advantageous properties of SiO and SiO2 such as 
transparency, biocompatibility, and mechanical flexibility, we were able to fabricate 
these grippers, capture single red blood cells, and maintain the captured cell while 
floating in an aqueous environment. With the addition of a magnetic thin film layer (i.e. 
highly stressed bilayers of Ni) within the arms, maneuverability can be achieved within 
these tight places [FIGURE 16]. This technique can also be applied in biopsy and drug 
delivery in a specific region. In order to achieve these, we must incorporate an actuation 
layer (i.e. a polymer such as hydrogel or paraffin) on the hinge regions that can be loaded 
with the desired drug molecules. The polymer layer works as a neutralizing force on the 
bilayer, keeping the arms open even after the dissolution of sacrificial layer.  
 
 
Figure 16: Optical microscopy images of 70 µm sized microgrippers, made up of a Ni/Ni bilayer and a 
paraffin hinge trigger layer. a) Prior to the release from Si wafer. b) After the release from Si wafer. c) After 





 2.2.2 Tethered capture of single cells 
 The ingenious design of these microgrippers not only allowed them to be used as 
in vivo single cell capture tools, but also made them suitable for an in vitro biological 
analysis device in an arrayed form. Micro-sized analytical devices are proven to be high 
throughput compared to macro-sized systems, and these grippers provided yet another 
example for this. Attached by their centers to the Si substrate, the three dimensional 
design of the gripper arms was able to trap, assay, sustain and allow imaging of single 
cells with a high yield.  
 Initially to demonstrate the arrayed capture and analysis, we utilized 50 µm sized 
(tip-to-tip) grippers with 40 µm bilayer thickness and performed L-929 mouse fibroblast 
single cell capture.35 Similar to the experimental set up shown in Figure 13, we cut the Si 
wafer with gripper features into smaller pieces to fit them in a small chamber attached to 
a glass slide. With the help of capillary action, we pipetted the cells in media solution into 
the chamber. The dissolution of the Cu sacrificial layer, which was deposited everywhere 
except the center of the grippers, was relatively slow compared to the traditional Cu 
etchant (APS-100). It took the grippers between 2-6 hours to close in the incubator. The 
solution was in a warm (37°C) cell culture media, which included ions that slowed down 
the etching reaction. However, the absence of the APS etchant in this experiment was 
necessary for the future assays planned for the cells because it is a strong oxidant, which 
can kill the cells. Following the capture, we rinsed out the untrapped cells in the 
environment with clean media.  
After the capture, the viability of the cells was confirmed with a calcein AM 
fluorescent viability test (green fluorescent meaning viable) and the capture was 
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additionally confirmed with scanning electron microscopy [FIGURE 17]. Due to the 
transparency of the SiO and SiO2 layers, we were able to optically confirm that there 
were cells in the grippers and fluorescent imaging was possible through the arms. In an 
area of 75 microgrippers, we achieved a capture yield of 48% and all the captured cells 
were alive. Just like the free-floating gripper design, the closing of the arms was affected 
by the cell concentration due to the force that excess cells exert on the arms. The best 
performance of capture was observed when there was a maximum of two cells touching 
one microgripper so that the gripper could capture a cell but not more.  
 
 
Figure 17: L-929 mouse fibroblast capture with 50 µm sized grippers. a) A viable captured cell b) Capture 
yield over a region (Scale bar is 10 µm) (Copyright © 2014 American Chemical Society) 
 
 Additionally, we tested our grippers with a different cell line and gripper size. We 
utilized metastatic human breast adenocarcinoma cells (MDA-MB-231) in order to be 
able to further use our grippers in cancer detection assays. For the capture of a single 
breast cancer cell, we designed and fabricated 70 µm (tip-to-tip) grippers, which were 
small enough to trap one cell only. The fabrication and the experimental set up were the 
same as the 50 µm size grippers. We confirmed the capture of cells both optically and 
with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) after fixing the cells according to the protocol 
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by Perkins and McCaffery.37 After the capture, we rinsed the untrapped cells with fresh 
and warm media, and removed the gripper piece from the chamber into a 3% 
formaldehyde solution with 1.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M NaCacodylate. We fixed the 
cells at room temperature for one hour. After we washed and post-fixed cells with 
Palade’s OsO4 for one more hour, we dehydrated the trapped cells in series of cold (4°C) 
ethanol (15 minutes each in 70%, 90%, and 100%). Following the dehydration, we 
performed a critical point drying method to completely dry the trapped cells. The critical 
point drying was necessary because of the high surface tension (ɣLG) forces of ethanol on 
the closed gripper arms [FIGURE 18]. When we let them air dry in ethanol, we observed 
the arms opening back up due to this effect. Finally, cells were ready for SEM imaging 
between 1.5-10 kV.  
 
 
Figure 18: Surface tension force of ethanol on the gripper arms. If air dried, the spring force on the gripper 
arms due to the residual bilayer stress cannot overcome the surface tension force, and consequently the 
arms open up. 
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In addition to the size difference, we also varied the shape of the arms to find a 
more convenient design to observe the trapped cells [FIGURE 19-21]. Square-shaped 
arms provided a better visual of the trapped cells due to the geometrically open top, 
whereas the triangle-shaped arms trapped the cells more tightly and only allowed the 
surrounding media through the openings between the arms. To further confirm, we took 
SEM images of untrapped MDA-MB-231 cells after fixing [FIGURE 22]. Tight capture 
was desired so the sample would not fall out when the wafer piece was inverted for 
further analysis. Because of this, the difference in arm shape only mattered when the size 
of the cell changed.    
 
 
Figure 19: a) SEM image of a trapped MDA-MB-231 cell in a 50 µm gripper. (scale bar: 10 µm) b) Zoomed 
in image of the trapped cell in the same gripper. (scale bar: 1 µm) The accelerating voltage for the images 





Figure 20: a) SEM image of a trapped MDA-MB-231 cell in a 50 µm gripper. (Material in process for 
publication) b) Trapped cells over an area of four grippers. c) Zoomed in image of a trapped cell in the area 
shown in (b). Scale bar for the images was 10 µm. 
 
 
Figure 21: a) SEM image of a trapped cell in a 50 µm gripper on the area shown in (b). b) Three trapped 
cells over an area of four grippers. (Material in process for publication) c) Zoomed in image of a trapped cell 
in the area shown in (b). Scale bar is 10 µm. 
 
 
Figure 22: (a-b) SEM images of untrapped, fixed, and critical point dried MDA-MB-231 cells. Scale bar is 1 
µm and the accelerating voltage is 1.5 kV in each image. 
a) b) c) 
1. 2. 
3. 
a) b) c) 
a) b) 
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 2.2.3 Plasmonic systems for diagnosis 
 In addition to the fluorescent cell viability test, there are a variety of analysis 
techniques that can be done after cell capture on an array of microgrippers. Our 
collaboration with the Mechanical Engineering Department (Professor Ishan Barman and 
Dr. Ming Li) allowed us to carry a surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy analysis on the 
captured human breast cancer cells.  
 Screening the cellular processes plays an important part in observing normal 
tissue development and advancement of diseased tissues. These cellular processes, which 
cause phenotypic and genotypic differences between healthy and cancer cells, are guided 
by molecular signals. The molecular signals trigger upstream or downstream molecular 
events that lead to a characteristic property (blebbing, cell shrinkage, DNA 
fragmentation, etc.) of a cell.38 Traditionally, these molecular activities can be followed 
with fluorescent microscopy, however fluorescent probes are prone to photobleaching, 
and they face overlap issues of the emission bands.39,40,41 A Raman signal has a peak 
width of 1-2 nm whereas a typical fluorescent (from organic dyes, etc.) emission peak 
width is 10-100 times wider, which restricts the resolution of the analysis for 
simultaneous molecular processes within a cell.42  
Recently, plasmon-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (also called surface-enhanced 
Raman spectroscopy, “SERS”) matured to be used as a single molecule detection system, 
compared to the traditional Raman spectroscopy method in which there were no 
enhancement substrates such as metallic nanoparticles.43,44 When surface plasmons, 
which are clouds of oscillating free electrons from the metal nanoparticles, get excited by 
the incident light at a certain frequency (visible or near-infrared radiation), they resonate 
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with the radiation. This resonation causes field enhancement in the incident light and 
leads to increased signal of the Raman scattering from the molecule of interest.45 Hence, 
if a biomolecule is coupled with a metallic nanoparticle under Raman spectroscopy, the 
weak Raman signals from the biomolecule can be enhanced and show a distinct peak for 
that biomolecule in the spectroscopic graph. This way, it is possible to collect 
characteristic properties from a single cell on a molecular level.  
In order to use SERS for single molecule detection with our grippers, we needed 
to coat the inner surface of the grippers with a uniform layer of metallic nanoparticles. In 
their previously published work, our collaborators, Prof. Barman and Dr. Li, investigated 
the Raman signal enhancement factors of gold nanostars (AuNS) and found that an 
optimum nanostar concentration is needed to maximize the enhancement factor (EF) 
[FIGURE 23].46 The tips of the nanostars behaved as so called “hot spots” and helped to 
enhance the incident light, hence the Raman signal. They utilized a non-fluorescent 
Raman reporter molecule, 4-nitrobenzenethiol (4-NTP), to attach onto the AuNS and 
used a laser excitation at 785 nm to observe the distinct -O-N-O bond peak on the SERS 




Figure 23: Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of gold nanostars with a diameter range of 25-30 
nm (Material in process for publication) 
 
The fabrication of the grippers for the SERS analysis was the same as the arrayed 
design with attached centers of the grippers. However, we used a quartz wafer substrate, 
which is transparent, instead of a Si wafer substrate (opaque) to be able to take the 
Raman images of the 3D structure of captured cells. We deposited a 30 nm thin film of 
germanium as the sacrificial layer everywhere except the centers of the grippers. This 
layer dissolved in pure water at warm temperatures (50-60°C), and prevented the cells 
from dying during the self-folding of the arms. Then, we photopatterned the stress layer 
(10 nm SiO/15 nm SiO2) in the shape of a whole gripper. Next, we deposited 200 nm 




Figure 24: Schematic of the fabrication steps for microgrippers for the SERS analysis and imaging. 
 
 Subsequently, we cleaned the surface of the grippers with an O2 plasma etch and 
washed with ethanol, which exposed –OH groups on the surface. After the immersion of 
the grippers in a 50 mM (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane, APTES, solution (in ethanol) 
for one hour, we washed the excess silane molecules with pure ethanol. At the end of this 
step, the functional end of APTES (-NH2) was exposed. We then incubated the grippers 
in a sonicated solution of 0.5 nM AuNS (25-30 nm in diameter, in ethanol) on a shaker 
with 200 rpm for 2 hours. Taking advantage of the amino group (-NH2) and gold (Au) 
binding affinity, we ended up with a uniform layer of gold nanostars on the grippers with 
a density of moer than 100 nanostars/µm2 [FIGURE 25]. We confirmed the gold nanostar 








Figure 26: SEM images of AuNS coated grippers. Images to the right are zoomed in captures of the gripper 
arm and the uniformly coated nanostars on top. (Material in process for publication) 
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Before testing the effectiveness of the AuNS layer on the human breast cancer 
cells, we performed a proof of concept experiment by partially modifying the surface of 
Janus-like glass beads with AuNS and 4-NTP Raman reporter molecule that binds to the 
Au modified regions only [FIGURE 27]. 4-NTP has a molecule-specific Raman signal 
peak at 1342 cm-1 due to the –O-N-O band stretching in its molecular structure. 
Therefore, we observed an enhanced NTP Raman signal at 1342 cm-1 at the gold coated 
areas more so than other areas. This result was attributed to the field enhancement of the 
localized surface plasmons resonance from the gold nanostar surface, creating “hot 
spots”. We also carried out a dynamic chemical analysis on the beads by breaking the 
Au-S bonding between the 4-NTP and nanostars using an oxidant such as APS-100 or 
H2O2 [FIGURE 28]. As the oxidants broke the bonds, we observed weaker intensity for 
the 1342 cm-1 peak for the NTP molecule, which proved that the signal enhancement was 
due to the AuNS coupling.  
 
 




Figure 28: a) SERS spectrum of a trapped Janus-like bead. The SERS intensity is normalized by the 
maximum SERS intensity at the 1342 cm-1 band. (power: 63 mW, integration time: 1 s) b) SERS image of 
the trapped bead. Only the gold coated region showed a strong SERS signal due to enhancement. The 
SERS image is constructed using the integrated 1342 cm-1 band intensity of O-N-O bonding. (50x50 pixels 
over 80x 80 um area). c) Dynamic SERS analysis of 4-NTP (at 1342 cm-1) during the bond breakage after 
adding the oxidants. (Material in process for publication) 
 
 With this initial confirmation, we moved on to apply SERS to captured MDA-
MB-231 cells. After the fabrication and the AuNS modification of the grippers, we 
placed the gripper pieces in a 12-well plate and added 2 mL of pure water in each well. 
We accelerated the Ge sacrificial layer dissolution in water at 60°C for 30 minutes. After 
about 30 minutes, we placed the gripper pieces in fresh cell culture media and added 1 
mL of the human breast cancer cells (dilution of 9/10 from a 90% confluent cell culture 
flask). We let the cells settle and placed the plate back into the incubator overnight for 
complete dissolution of the sacrificial layer under the arms. This way, during the closure 
of the arms, the cells were still alive. We visually confirmed the capture of the cells using 
optical microscopy, and then transferred the gripper pieces with captured cells into our 
small chamber with microscope slides. After covering the top with a cover slide and 
adding additional fresh cell culture media into the chamber, we placed the chamber set-up 
on the Raman laser for analysis. With the help of our collaborators, we carried out a 3D 
a) b) c) 
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profiling of the single molecules in the captured cell at the distinct Raman peaks for 
lipids (1456 cm-1 from –C-H bonding) and nucleic acids (1090 cm-1 from –O-P-O 
bonding). The Raman scanning started from the bottom of the gripper and acquired data 
every 5 µm up to 15 µm [FIGURE 29].  
 
 
Figure 29: SERS multiplex imaging and 3D single molecule profiling. a) Representative SERS spectrum of 
the trapped cell. b) 3D single molecule profiling of live single cell for lipids at 1456 cm-1 band and nucleic 
acids at 1090 cm-1 band. (power: 5 mW, integration time: 1 s, 50x50 pixels over 80x80 µm area) (Material in 
process for publication) 
 
 
 We further confirmed the Raman signal enhancement effect of AuNS by 
capturing MDA-MD-231 cells with grippers without nanostars and with nanostars and 
performed SERS analysis on both [FIGURE 30]. Compared to grippers with AuNS 
coating, we didn’t see any distinctive Raman signal from the grippers without any 
coating. The Raman signal from a bare cell was too weak to detect, especially when the 
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near-infrared laser was used as the incident light. However, when the AuNS on the 
grippers had contact with the cell membrane, the hot spots on the star tips caused 
enhancement of the signal at that point and showed a distinguishable peak. It was, 
therefore, important to have a uniformly coated layer of AuNSs on the gripper arms to 
ensure that after capture, the arms are tightly closed around the cell and the AuNS layer is 
in contact with the cell.  
 
 
Figure 30: Label-free detection of single molecules in MDA-MB-231 cell using SERS. a) (i) SEM image of 
the grippers without any AuNS-modification (scale bar: 10 µm). The inset shows a zoomed in area on the 
gripper. (ii) Overlaid SERS image of a 4x4 gripper area with three captured cells. b) (i) SEM image of the 
grippers with uniformly coated gold nanostars (scale bar: 10 µm). The inset shows the nanostars on the 
gripper. (ii) Overlaid SERS image of a 4x4 gripper area with three captured cells. The SERS images are 
constructed using the integrated intensity of –C-H deformation band (1456 cm-1, shown in red) and the 
intensity is normalized with the maximum SERS intensity in the data set.  (power: 36 mW, integration time: 1 




 As a result, we proved that our microgripper design can be used not only for a 
fluorescent viability assay but also for chemical profiling at a single cell level. The 
arrayed design helped capture the cells and keep them in a specific location through 
which a laser was excited to collect Raman signals from known band peaks of distinct 
bonds. In our experiments, we knew what the captured cells were and that we expected to 
see peaks at 1456 cm-1 (–C-H deformation bond in lipids) and at 1090 cm-1 (–O-P-O 
bond in nucleic acids). However, this assay with grippers and SERS can be done with a 
mixed culture of cells. After capturing the different cells in grippers, it is possible to get 
an enhanced Raman spectrum and identify the peaks accordingly in order to study the cell 
heterogeneity. Since biomolecules are abundant in the cells and crucial for the living, 
observations on growth and metabolism of healthy and diseased cells can be made. In 
addition, since grippers and SERS do not harm the cells and can be carried out in aqueous 
environment, this method can be used as a monitoring tool for the vesicles that are used 
for drug delivery. This analysis can provide a result of Raman signal intensity over time 
for the peak corresponding to a drug molecule. Hence, we can better understand the drug 
metabolism of the cell.  
 
2.3 Conclusion and future work 
 In summary, we designed and fabricated microgrippers at the single cell level to 
capture and isolate them from a solution without harming or killing them, and then we 
applied different assays. We fabricated these grippers using microfabrication techniques 
in 2D (thermal and e-beam evaporation, lithography, O2 plasma etching, etc.) and 
biocompatible, optically transparent materials (SiO/SiO2, and gold nanostars). The unique 
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design with sacrificial layer contributed to the 3D self-folding without applying any 
outside energy into the system. By employing different sizes and shapes of these 
grippers, we were able to adapt them to any cell type and provided examples with mouse 
fibroblasts, Beagle red blood cells, and metastatic breast cancer cells. We also varied the 
sacrificial layer design to create tethered and untethered grippers on Si or quartz wafers 
for uses in vitro and in vivo, respectively. Utilizing the in vitro arrayed design, we 
accomplished a fluorescent viability test, and a SERS analysis/imaging on the captured 
cells to detect single biomolecules inside the cells. We confirmed the captures with both 
live optical imaging and with fixed cells using SEM imaging. Our work here provides a 
proof of concept and is open to any modification. 
 Future studies could investigate including an actuation mechanism in the current 
design of single cell grippers. Thermal, chemical and optical actuation mechanisms have 
been previously studied and applied in our lab on the biopsy grippers, hence we could try 
to incorporate these systems into our single cell grippers. For example, addition of a 
thermo-responsive polymer on top of the grippers (either on the whole area or only on the 
flexible hinges), such as paraffin wax, can give control over the actuation of the arms 
with respect to temperature. Or, we can use gelatin, a polypeptide, or 
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC), a polysaccharide, as the trigger layer that can get 
enzymatically actuated when exposed to proteases or glucosidases respectively. For the in 
vivo applications, metal thin films with ferromagnetic properties (i.e. Ni) can be 
deposited on the rigid panels to add control over the motion of the grippers in a biological 
environment. Last but not the least, we can modify the surface of the grippers to make 
them specifically capture one type of cell in a mixed culture. To do this, we can 
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functionalize the surface of the grippers with antibodies distinctly corresponding to a 
cancer cell membrane protein. For example, in human breast cancer cells, it is observed 
that herceptin-2 is an abundant receptor and cause of the malignant behavior.47,48 
Therefore, attaching antibodies that will target the herceptin-2 molecule on the surface 
can lead to the capture of only the breast cancer cells in the solution or in the tissue. This 
application can converge with the field of drug delivery for therapy by loading the trigger 
layer (e.g. a hydrogel) with the desired drug. In conclusion, there are many ways to 
modify the microgrippers according to the application and the current design of the 














Chapter 3: Thermally-responsive untethered microgrippers 
 Self-folding microgippers are not only effective on the single cell level, but also 
on the tissue level. With the development in microfabrication and robotics, surgeries and 
diagnostics desire minimally invasive techniques to be applied on patients. For example, 
traditional biopsies on suspicious lesions can be painful and can leave the patient in 
distress because of the tools that are used such as forceps. In addition, the current biopsy 
tools are not efficient and practical enough to screen large area organs (i.e. esophagus, 
colon, stomach, etc.) without missing a small cancerous region due to the size of the 
forceps, low negative predictive value, cost, and amount of distress they cause to patients 
at each tissue retrieval.49 They also lack the surface coverage needed to confidently make 
a decision on precancerous lesions. In a study, it was shown that the negative predictive 
value of a biopsy with forceps was 4.7% in detecting esophageal adenocarcinoma, which 
indicates that the traditional biopsy can not predict the probability of a subject having the 
disease accurately.50 Furthermore, they realistically can’t screen the whole organ for 
precancerous lesions due to patient’s comfort limits.  
 Previously in our lab, Gultepe et al. designed and fabricated self-folding thermally 
actuated surgical microgrippers with sizes varying from 300 µm to 1 mm and performed 
ex vivo and in vivo tissue sampling utilizing these grippers.25,24,51,52 Again the cost 
effectiveness, mass producible fabrication and the tetherless manipulation of the grippers 
gained advantage over the traditional biopsy tools, where everything is controlled via 
external cords and energy sources. Although the tissue sampling studies by Gultepe et al. 
provided a statistical model, they lacked the real statistical sampling results of the 
microgrippers in a large area organ biopsy (e.g. esophagus in GI tract). Hence, the aim of 
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this project was to provide a resolution study for these thermally-responsive 
microgrippers by employing an in vivo statistical sampling in the gastrointestinal (GI) 
tract of a live animal (i.e. pig). We investigated a UV-visible dye to mimic a diseased 
area, the trigger layer material that can respond to temperature, and hydrophobicity of the 
gripper after lift off from the wafer.  
 
3.1 Design of the thermally-responsive microgrippers 
 For the fabrication of the microgrippers used in this study, we followed the pre-
determined recipe for the thermally-responsive microgrippers.52 We started with a clean 
Si wafer by rinsing it with isopropyl alcohol and deionized water. We deposited a 100 nm 
thick Cu sacrificial layer after deposition of a 15 nm thick chromium (Cr) adhesion layer 
using thermal evaporation. Then, we photopatterned a stress layer everywhere including 
the center of the gripper using lithography techniques (photoresist S1827), and deposited 
a bilayer of 60 nm Cr followed by 100 nm gold (Au). This bilayer was the main cause of 
bending of the arms due to the residual stress between the two thin films. We, again, 
photopatterned the rigid panels on the arms (photoresist SPR220), and utilized 
electroplating to deposit a 5 µm thick nickel (Ni) layer sandwiched in between 0.5 µm Au 
layers [FIGURE 31]. In addition to this established protocol, we investigated a different 
trigger layer on top of the grippers to control the actuation with temperature. We spin 
coated two different polymers, paraffin wax and pluronic F-127 gel, and observed the 
layer coverage on the arms as well as the hydrophobicity of the grippers after the coating. 
The purpose of this trigger layer is to keep the arms flat until the grippers are in an 




Figure 31: Schematic of the microfabrication steps for the thermally-responsive microgrippers (Pandey S., 
Gultepe E., Gracias D.H.) 
 
 The size of the grippers was adjusted to 900 µm from tip-to-tip so that it can grip 
on to a biological tissue and retrieve it from the tissue wall. Compared to the four-arm 
design in single cell grippers, these were made up of six-arms resembling a star-shape or 
a hand, and had two hinges in each arm to increase the gripping efficiency. We fabricated 
three different arm structures according to the protocol [FIGURE 32].52 The rationale 
behind these different designs was to test the gripping strengths. However, we did not 




Figure 32: Optical images of different gripper shapes fabricated on 900 um sized (tip-to-tip) grippers. The far 
left gripper has three arms with with additional small branches. The middle gripper has no additional 
branches. The far right gripper has additional small branches at the end of each arm. 
 
3.2 Results and Discussion 
 The overall goal for this study was to use a disease mimicry to randomly apply on 
the esophagus wall, deploy the microgrippers unbiasedly everywhere on the organ, wait 
for them to close at body temperature (37°C) and capture tissue, and finally retrieve them 
using a magnet to extract the tissues collected and quantify the percentage of disease 
detection [FIGURE 33]. However, for this statistical sampling with microgrippers, we 
needed to prepare an ex vivo model before applying it on a live animal. In addition, there 
were other important elements to consider for this model: unbiased deployment of the 
grippers in the esophagus, controlling the size of diseased area for later calculations, cost 
and type of the disease model, and the biocompatibility of the grippers. Before going on 




Figure 33: Schematic showing the overall plan for the ex vivo statistical sampling. 
 
The first issue was the blindness to the diseased spot during the deployment of the 
microgrippers inside the organ to ensure that the results were all unbiased. After 
searching for cancer disease models, we realized that it wasn’t very effective and cheap 
to actually seed cancer cells or cause mutation which will progress into a disease in the 
esophagus. In the past, esophagus tattooing has been abundantly used for esophageal 
biopsies because of their adhesion to the mucosa layer on top of the epithelial cells.53,54,55 
However, these dyes are visible under the normal light and would not provide an 
unbiased spreading of the grippers inside the esophagus because they can be seen with 
the endoscope camera. Therefore, we investigated a commercial UV-visible skin marking 
ink, Sirchie ©, that is designed to stain and stay on the skin. The dye was made up of 
93.8% ethanol, 5% water, and 1.2% disodium 4,4'-bis[[4-anilino-6-[(2-
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carbamoylethyl)(2- hydroxyethyl)amino]-1,3,5,-triazin-2-yl]amino]stilbene-2,2'- 
disulphonate, which is the fluorescent dye molecule in the mixture. It looked clear under 
the visible light, and when excited with UV light (350-360 nm), it emitted a blue color 
[FIGURE 34]. This dye was cheaper and easier to use compared to the other disease 
models for our purposes.   
 
 
Figure 34: Fluorescent images of the Sirchie© dye. A) (i) Bright-field image of a dyed spot and (ii) 
fluorescent image of (i) with the dyed spot seen in blue color. B) (i) Bright-field image of a completely dyed 
tissue and (ii) fluorescent image of (ii) with the blue color showing everywhere. 
 
To test the dye, we first cleaned pieces of chicken breast that were purchased 
from a supermarket and applied different number of UV dye spots on each piece using a 
simple pneumatic pump attached to a catheter with a wetted cotton tip at the end. Before 
using this system, we created a correlation curve between the flow rate and the size of the 
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dye spot [FIGURE 35]. The smallest dye spot we achieved with this device was 5 mm in 
diameter, which corresponded to an area of 0.196 cm2. Assuming the average surface 
area of an esophagus to be 235 cm2, we could show the resolution of microgrippers by 
detecting as small as 0.0835% of the whole esophagus area.56 In the calibration curve, the 
deviation in the mean size increased as the dye size increased because the dye flowed into 
the crevices of the tissue instead of staying in a dot shape. However, this is not a problem 
for our future steps because instead of applying large dye spots, we can apply frequent 
smaller dye spots for the statistical sampling. It is important to note that this data was a 
preliminary result, but it provided an initial control over the spot size for our ex vivo 
studies. After rinsing the pieces with DI water to mimic the aqueous environment inside 
the esophagus, we incubated the chicken pieces at 37°C for 30 minutes. Later, we spread 
the grippers everywhere on top of the tissue in a water based medium using a transfer 
pipette and incubate the tissues for another hour at 37°C to facilitate the folding of the 
gripper arms. Finally, we collected the grippers using a small magnet and imaged the 
collected tissues using fluorescent microscopy [FIGURE 36]. The aim for this experiment 
was to test our dye with gripper capture, hence we did not do a percentage calculation of 




Figure 35: Preliminary correlation graph between the pneumatic pump flow rate and the size of the dye spot. 
 
 
Figure 36: Initial sampling experiments. A) Application of dye spots on the tissue. B) Deployed grippers on 
the tissue before incubation. C) Bright-field image of the grippers closing on the tissue before retrieval. D) 
Fluorescent image of (C). The blue color indicates the dyed tissue. E) Bright-filed image of the grippers after 
retrieval. F) Fluorescent image of (E). The blue color indicates the dyed tissue. (Scale bar in (c-f) is 1 mm). 
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 In parallel to the experimental design improvements, we also investigated 
different trigger layers for these grippers. In a previously published paper from our lab, a 
photoresist mix (S1813 and S1805 mixed in a 1:5 ratio) was used as the trigger layer, 
which was not a biocompatible material.52,24 Hence, we investigated a biocompatible 
polymer, called paraffin wax, which is a mixture of long-chain hydrocarbon molecules 
with a melting temperature of approximately 37°C and a volume expansion of 10-15% 
from its solid to liquid phase. Paraffin’s convenient mechanical and electrical properties 
(i.e. being an excellent insulator) became very useful as thermal microactuators in the 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) field.57 Therefore, we purchased a bulk 
paraffin wax in solid phase from Sigma Aldrich and applied it on the 900 µm size 
microgrippers using a spin coater and a heat gun to ensure the liquid state of paraffin 
during spinning.  
 At the last step of the fabrication for the 900 µm grippers, we varied the spin 
coating speeds to evenly spread a thick layer of molten paraffin on the grippers. We 
coated them with spin speeds of 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000 rpm. We also examined the 
refrigeration effects at 4°C after spin coating at 500 rpm and 1500 rpm to improve the 
adhesion. The qualifications for the coverage was to have a gripper fully covered with 





Figure 37: Bright-field image of paraffin covered 900 µm size microgrippers. The blue circles indicate the 
arms without any paraffin coverage. 
 
  We observed that the coverage was better at increased spin speeds, and 
refrigeration after coating helped the adhesion between paraffin and grippers, most likely 
due to the rapid hardening of the wax before the grippers were soaked in acetone to lift 
off the patterned photoresist underneath [FIGURE 38]. Immediately after the coating, we 
lifted off the grippers form the wafer and submerged them in DI water. We heated up the 
water to 40°C to let the paraffin expand and fold the arms. However, the paraffin wax is a 
hydrophobic polymer in nature. Since we coated the paraffin everywhere, the grippers 
also became hydrophobic and floated on the surface instead of falling into the water 





Figure 38: Graph depicting the effect of spin speed on the paraffin coverage on the grippers. 
 
 
Figure 39: Bright-field image of the paraffin coated grippers floating on the water surface due to the 
































Finally, we tried a different trigger layer using pluronic F-127 gel. Pluronic F-127 
is a triblock polymer made up of poly(ethylene oxide) blocks and poly(propylene oxide) 
blocks. This gel is mainly used in industry as detergents, stabilizers, foaming agents, and 
emulsifiers. At low temperatures, it has only weak hydrophobic properties, and when the 
temperature is increased, it becomes hydrophilic.58 We tried two spin coating speeds to 
investigate the coverage and mechanical properties of this gel as the trigger layer. Since 
its viscosity was high, we had to use high spin speeds at 3000 rpm and 4000 rpm in order 
to spread it on the grippers. Although we used very high spin speeds, pluronic gel was not 
uniformly covering the grippers. In addition, the lift off process for the photoresist 
underneath took a very long time (>1 hour), and thus we weren’t able to pattern the gel 
only on the grippers [FIGURE 40]. We concluded that this gel was not a convenient 
material to use but it can be modified by mixing in different ratios of block polymers to 
change the viscosity of the gel.  
 
 
Figure 40: Bright-field images of pluronic F-127 gel as the trigger layer A) with 3000 rpm spin speed (i) 
before lifting off the photoresist and (ii) after the lift off process, B) with 4000 rpm spin speed (i) before the lift 
off (ii) after the lift off. (The gripper size is 900 µm tip-to-tip.) 
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3.3 Conclusion and future work 
 In summary, the goal of this project was to improve upon the well-established 
thermally-responsive microgrippers created previously in our lab. To be able to carry 
these devices in to the field of medicine, especially in pre-cancerous lesion diagnostics, 
we first needed to show the resolution advantage of them over the traditional forceps in a 
live animal esophageal biopsy. Before going into surgery with a live animal, we tested 
our disease model using a UV-visible skin marking ink on chicken breast with 
microgrippers having the photoresist mixture as the trigger layer. However, due to the 
toxicity of the photoresists, we modified the trigger layer with paraffin wax that can 
soften above 37°C and facilitate folding of the arms. We were able to evenly coat the 
grippers with paraffin. Although this was the goal, we observed that when the grippers 
were in water, they floated on the surface instead of dipping into the water. We 
concluded that this was because of the highly hydrophobic nature of the paraffin polymer. 
This could be a problem in our design because we deploy the microgrippers on to a tissue 
in cold water. In addition, the esophagus wall is covered with mucosa, which is mostly 
water. If the grippers repel water, we won’t be able retrieve any tissue. As our next step, 
we planned to design a lithography photomask that will allow us to photopattern the 
flexible hinges so we can coat paraffin only on the hinges. The paraffin trigger layer only 
has to naturalize the force exerted on the bilayer, which is on the flexible hinges, hence 
we can decrease the surface area of the paraffin on the gripper and thus make the gripper 
less hydrophobic. In addition, we can functionalize the Au panels with a thiol (i.e. 11-
mercapto-1-undecanol) that has a hydrophilic terminal group [FIGURE 41]. This way we 




Figure 41: Schematic describing the future work of patterning the paraffin only on the hinges and 
functionalizing the Au panels with a hydrophilic thiol. 
  
Finally, we plan to incorporate mucin gel with our UV-visible dye to apply on the 
esophagus wall for disease model, because we faced some issues when we tried to stain 
the chicken breast while it was submerged in water [FIGURE 42]. Since the dye solution 
was in 93.8% ethanol, it immediately dissolved into the water when we pumped it 
through the catheter and didn’t stain the chicken breast. As our future work, we plan to 
mix the dye with mucin gel and apply the gel as our disease model. Since the top layer of 
the esophagus wall is covered with mucosa, the gel should adhere well enough and stay 





















Chapter 4: Conclusion 
In this thesis, I aimed to provide a review of different microgripper designs since 
the beginning of this technology and introduce our microgripper design as a competitor. 
Firstly, our microgripper design has the advantage of being tetherless for increased 
maneuverability in 2D and 3D planes. Secondly, they have a pre-stressed self-actuating 
mechanism built in the arms, which eliminates the need for external power source. 
Thirdly, they are made up of biocompatible materials, which makes them suitable for in 
vivo and in vitro applications. Last but not least, they have flexible design aspects for 
incorporating any new material or hierarchical structure on the grippers. Depending in 
their size, they can be used for in vitro and in vivo single cell capture or in vivo surgical 
operations on the sub-millimeter tissue level. 
On the single cell level, we designed microgrippers that were made up of 
biocompatible and transparent materials (SiO and SiO2) and captured different types of 
mammalian cells (mouse fibroblast and RBC) in vitro. Moreover, we demonstrated 
multiple assays on the captured cells, such as a fluorescent cell viability test (calcein AM) 
and surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy to detect cell membrane lipids and nucleic 
acids in the cells. SERS analysis allowed us to do 3D molecule profiling as well as 
dynamic degradation analysis on 4- NTP molecule attached to AuNS on glass beads. 
Both assays were successful, such that the results from the fibroblast and red blood cell 
captures got published, whereas the results for the SERS coupled capture of breast cancer 
cells is in the process for another publication. Since these grippers are not cell specific, in 
the future we can modify the surface by attaching antibodies corresponding to the overly 
expressed cell membrane receptors in cancer cells or in any cell in interest. This way we 
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can increase the sensitivity and specificity of our grippers making them robust tools for 
single cell analysis. Moreover, we can add an appropriate actuation mechanism on these 
grippers, such as enzymatically or thermally triggered polymers, to use them in vivo (i.e. 
capillary veins, central nervous system, urinary tract, and other tight, hard-to-reach places 
in body). To be able to control the motion in vivo, we would implement ferromagnetic 
materials (e.g. Ni) and guide them to the desired spots using magnetic fields or magnets.  
 For the surgical grippers, we designed a resolution study in  the esophagus (a 
large area organ) to fill in the need for a statistical sampling data in a live animal model 
using the modified biocompatible grippers. We modeled the diseased areas with a UV-
sensitive dye so that the spreading of the grippers in the organ is done as unbiasedly as 
possible for trustworthy results. Before the biopsy on a live animal model, we tested the 
dye on chicken breasts and characterized the pneumatic pump in order to get desired spot 
size on the tissue. We achieved the smallest spot size of 5 mm in diameter with 1 µl/min 
flow rate, which corresponded to 0.083% of the average human esophagus area. These 
results were preliminary and open for optimization. Additionally, we contributed to the 
old design of surgical microgrippers with a relatively new, but less characterized trigger 
layer, paraffin wax. We achieved a way to coat the molten paraffin on the grippers more 
uniformly than reported before using spin speeds above 1000 rpm. With the design of a 
new photomask that patterns only the hinges, we can decrease the hydrophobic behavior 
of the grippers by reducing the surface area of paraffin on the gripper. As for future work, 
we can also try to load the paraffin wax (or a hydrogel with similar mechanical 
properties) with a desired drug and demonstrate drug delivery using the microgrippers. If 
it works, our grippers can be capable of achieving both diagnosis, and drug delivery at 
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the same time, which is not a property that any current bioMEM structure has shown in 
vivo.  
 In conclusion, I would like to state that I have learned many useful lab techniques 
and exercises during my years working on these microgrippers. I have mastered 
designing and fabricating microstructures (e.g. thermal and e-beam thin film evaporation, 
lithography, electroplating, and O2 plasma etching). I have also gained a lot of experience 
in cell culture (maintenance of a culture, and cell counting) and fluorescent imaging (cell 
viability tests). I have learned and practiced scanning electron microscopy. Finally, 
working on the microgrippers not only gained me publications but also substantial lab 
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